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how do you enter-
tain anxious millennials 
through architecture?
Social anxiety can disrupt a person’s reg-
ular flow of life while making daily tasks 
seemingly difficult. With social anxiety be-
ing the most common anxiety disorder in 
the world after ‘specific phobias’, my pro-
posal is an entertainment device for mil-
lennials with social anxiety using enter-
tainment as a distraction through physical 
movement and sensory engagement.  
The journey through the device follows a 
path of  colors and complementary activ-
ities used to intensify feelings from calm-
ness to ultimate distraction. 
calm - enthusiasm - disconnect - relax - 
delighted - excited - proud - ultimate dis-
traction.

The journey starts alone and gradually ex-
poses the participant to one more partic-
ipant, ending in a space with all the par-
ticipants together forced to communicate 
with each other to activate the device. The 
participants may continue their conversa-
tions outside in the seating amphitheater 
or discreetly exit through the berms and 
disappear into the park as another park 
visitor 
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a mode of aestheticism

transcalarities
“A Reverse-Engineering Methodology and Practice”

Although seemingly complex from the outside, Ro-
tor’s concepts are very simple. His approach
involves complete physical immersion in a site 
through detailed research and interaction with its
users. Rotor’s team is driven to not only transform 
spaces and materials, but also understand and
amplify the values associated with them. The idea of 
learning and researching the intricacies of a site
through the people who have surrounded it for de-
cades and those who will continue to be impacted
by the project in the future is an extremely inspiring 
thought process.

Rotor’s design endeavours have also enabled a mac-
ro understanding of the conditions that impact
materials reuse. Through the Antwerp city hall proj-
ect, he effortlessly explored topics such as
‘borderlessness, invasive species and the legacy of 
human intervention in the landscape’. Rarely can
a Collective garner the support of research commis-
sions and sell the idea that its deconstruction
practice is one where the actual physical act of tak-
ing-apart supplements the knowledge of the
individual components obtained from the site.

Rotor’s 2017 book ‘Déconstruction et réemploi’- res-
onates within a historical milieu as well as within
a contemporary analysis on the circular economy. 
While organizing the resources for the printing
and distribution, Rotor also made sure that the book 
was freely available in university and public
libraries throughout the country. I view this gesture 
not only as an open invitation to young
contemporary architects to learn Rotors techniques, 
but also to contribute to his vision and
challenge his methods going forward.
Rotors influence on the Hill of Shame project con-
cludes my opinion of his collective accurately. A
project for a designer should not only be conceived 
as a means for researching and expressing ideas ,
but also as a sensory and didactic experience for the 
potential user of the landscape.
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a sustainable/transformable 
community for columbia’s 
mfa students
Right at the beginning of the semester, I 
closely studied Juliana leite’s art movement. 
She’s a unique sculptor artist who casts her 
art using silhouettes created by her own 
body shape. Instead of the art itself I fo-
cused on the structural framing that holds 
the sculpture together and binds the artist 
with her creation; coming up with the idea 
of my operable wall. 
My other core inspiration was Churchill Col-
lege in Cambridge which was a 180x180 
courtyard lined by student residences on all 
four corners for my precedent references.
I drew an extremely fundamental parallel 
between my precedent studies and my op-
erable wall; Both the designs led to the idea 
of designing an operable campus model for 
students of the Columbia MFA Program. 

This transformable design creates an en-
vironment where the students can interact 
directly with their spaces. 
Coxsackie as a community defines the re-
lationship between art and nature extreme-
ly effortlessly. By Intertwining spaces and 
blurring lines between spaces meant for 
recreation, work and residences, I have at-
tempted to create a modern yet simple con-
cept of sustainable living. Transforming the 
square into a futuristic space in which cre-
ative minds can thrive in while keeping the 
evergreen aura of Reed Street alive, shows 
that Coxsackie isn’t just a place for artists, 
she’s in fact a work of art herself.
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a mode of methodology

transcalarities 
“Scaling Up and Down: Extraction Trials in Architectural Design” by 

Albena Yaneva.

The author begins by introducing ‘The Table of Mod-
els’ which exposes a stabilized state of the Whit-
ney project. It contains a plethora of block models 
that present different concepts and directions of the 
same building which ultimately justifies looking at a 
building as a ‘multiverse’ instead of a ‘universe’. I say 
this because buildings should be designed through 
collective discussions and ideas as it gives us many 
dimensions to what a user experiences and needs.

Through a rhythm of ‘scaling up and down’ the team 
engages in a dialogue with a dynamic assemblage of 
objective materials by going back and forth between 
the small scale ‘concept’ model to a large scale ‘pre-
cise’ model. The premise is that materiality and ex-
periencing these spaces drives the entire
design by making changes between these two mod-
els.

Although the process of having small scale models 
makes sense in terms of having a tactile experience 
with the materials and letting that drive the concept 
of design, it ultimately becomes too tedious to shift 
ideas back and forth between these two scales 
rendering a large-scale model unnecessary.

Perhaps the postulate of scaling up and down was 
relevant at the time but currently in the age of having 
many digital platforms this concept would be
hard to implement.

In conclusion I would like to say that at the grass-
roots level small scale models are necessary and 
should drive the design but ultimately after the archi-
tect figures out a direction, they can figure out other 
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critics: joseph brennan & philip crupi
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helena urdaneta + shanti gollapudi

11 20 19

surreal aura

helena urdaneta + shanti gollapudi

11 20 19
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a mode of perception

transcalarities 

Power with regards attributes of neoliberalism in-
cluding financialization of the economy and 
automation of industry is still viewed principally as a 
set of social rules for the appropriation and control
 of the forms of production. I agree with Paul Precia-
do that although there is a need to hypothesize the 
changing nature of production, we have not yet sat-
isfactorily accounted for power with regards to re-
production.

The development of the reproductive code has been 
influenced by a whole new practice engulfing lan-
guage, knowledge and human value that we collec-
tively call culture. The circle is complete when the 
evolution of culture feeds back into the regulation of 
life, influencing how power carries out the core task 
of managing reproduction.

Judith Butler gives us a very clear insight into how 
orientation, gender and race have been constructed 
as sexual and physiognomic conditions in a hetero-
sexual-colonial regime, as opposed to power tech-
nologies that determine the position of human in a 
system reproduction. 

I not only strongly endorse her viewpoint that exclu-
sive male sovereignty is destructive to society but 
would also point out that status quo still continues to 
prevail despite it being labeled as ancient by the au-
thor.

The idea that tinkering with genes will have unin-
tended consequences, which we are
‘axiomatically incapable of imagining or predicting’ is 
unacceptable. The same technology which is being 
blamed for potential nuclear war or gender fluidity or 
industrialization of human genetics is also responsi-
ble for positive revolutions like pandemic eradication, 
medical research and even discovery of renewable 
energy techniques. 

In conclusion I would like to highlight that the dis-
cussed types of technologies and power regimes 
cannot be generalized and stamped to one form of 
ideology or timeframe. Every era of political regime 
needs to adapt to these shifts in society in its own 
way and embrace the freedom of society to make its 
own decision.

Baroque Technopatriarchy by Paul B. Preciado
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transformation #1 



transformation #2 



modular 
typology 1:



modular 
typology 2:



transformation #3 
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critics: Ada Tolla, Giuseppe Lignano, 
Thomas de Moncheaux & Reza Zia
makergraph/monograph studio
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a retroactive perspective on my 
journey between peace & chaos, 
me & myself, shanti & ashanti 

An act of cleaning can be defined in many different 
ways across the world. In my culture, we use the 
method of burning and destroying waste objects col-
lected during the previous year. At the start of every 
new year we “cleanse” the house of materials which 
aren’t required anymore to create a more pure and 
meaningful environment to live in. This stuck with 
me and has been an extremely significant way of 
thought for me. Somehow we had represented the 
act of destruction as a positive phenomenon. Once 
I had understood that breaking for me was a path 
to calmness, I wanted to explore it further. Different 
ways in each objects can break, the end results of 
deforming or shattering matierals and the process 
of deforming things intrigued me tremendously. A 
millisecond of chaos could cause a piece to break 
into a million, the power of this simple act was be-
yond what I had ever imagined, and I just wanted to 
experience it more.

This obsession of experiencing everyday objects in 
their raw form if I may call it, is as brutal as it is po-
etic. A mere glass of water is made of a million piec-
es of crystal, a can of soda can end looking like a al-
ternative art sculpture. These realizations , pushed 
me to then start assembling back these fragments 
which I earlier created to build objects which my 
mind just led me to design, whether they were use-
ful or not.

It was a fascinating loop of destruction and creation.



release: 







chaos: 



pieces: 









curious 
transformations: 









balance:
The object was derived from a dream I had about a 
dense jungle with lots of tree barks. This lead me to 
explore the idea artistically for the second material 
exploration, wood. I started by laying out a lattice with 
35 basswood strips to create modules that were 18” x 
18”. 
These modules were then plugged and glued into each 
other by twisting the spaces around the central core. 
This created a maze in the center making that the 
space required by the spatial brief. The modules had 
wood extended upwards which created the ‘ jungle 
effect ‘ I had envisioned





cut:
My object isn’t just made from solo cups, it’s a play 
on the same “Solo.” Solo, a cup had its original use, 
but together, I was able to create a an object which 
represents a complete flip side to the idea. This ob-
ject is called flip as it was the method of constructing. 
It was created by flipping each cup over, ripping them 
apart and then putting them together all over again, 
but this time as a whole and not individually. 

By practicing the aforementioned controlled chaos 
, the cups were cut up and stuck all over one side 
to represent a spikey texture and the other side was 
stuck with bubble wrap to represent a soft texture. 
The longitudinal flipping of the object can again as a 
metaphor to normal human nature, depicting every-
thing which may seem harsh always has a flip side.





twist:
I was inspired by the aluminium cans I had leftover 
from my obsessions, leading me to choose this ob-
ject for my metal exploration. As these objects were 
already modified - twisted, crushed, torn ; I started by 
stacking and sticking them over each other. 

The first phase was stacking the uncrushed cans to 
create a structure, much like how I started my plas-
tic object. Then I used the twisted cans to create a U 
shaped design inspired by the existing transformation 
all while using the straight line as an anchor point. 
This object can be twisted along its longitudinal axis 
to study the U angle from both sides.





frozen:
Inspired by my final chapter of curious transformations 
and the fabric material, my endeavour was to create 
something solid through which I could study the folds 
in a permanent setting. In a way trying to solidify the 
object mid transformation. I cut out 4 cotton squares 
of 16”x16” and 1 fabric piece of 24”x20” to create the 
primary material. 

I then dipped the pieces into a mix of glue and water to 
cast the pieces. After squeezing out the excess mix, I 
pinched the pieces upwards and left to dry overnight, 
after which I stacked the pieces over each other. Fi-
nally, the biggest pieces was laid on top which creat-
ed the effect i desired ;
 floating and frozen mid transformation.





home: view



home: section



home: plans



fitness courtyard: view



fitness courtyard: section



fitness courtyard: plans



sanctuary: view



sanctuary: plan + section



home+ : exploded axon



home+ : plan



home+ : section



home+ : isometric section



home+ : view from site


